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EditorialDevelopmental Cell GrowthDevelopmental Cell has always sought to bring together the cell biology and developmental research communities. Last year, in
celebrating our tenth anniversary, I mentioned how glad I am that the journal has been able to provide a home for an increasing
number of exciting papers that combine elements of both cell biology and development (Wainstock, 2011). In fact, the rise of this
interdisciplinary research is reflected in the growth of the journal; the number of papers submitted toDev Cell increases considerably
every year, and we are now publishing quite a few more articles in every issue than we were just a couple of years ago. I am very
excited to announce three new ways in which Dev Cell will grow in the months ahead so that we can respond to the changes in
the scientific communities we serve.
d First, starting in January 2013, Dev Cell will publish two issues every month, rather than one. This change, combined with our
continued weekly publication of papers Online Now prior to each print issue, will allow us to provide a faster response—less
time between acceptance and publication.
d Second, we are expanding the in-house editorial teamdedicated to the journal. It is a great pleasure to welcomeMashaGelfand
to Dev Cell.Masha earned her PhD in Chenghua Gu’s lab and has diverse experience in developmental neuroscience, from the
cell biology of theDrosophila synapse to cross-regulation at the neurovascular interface inmice. Not only doesMasha bring her
enthusiasm and her particular scientific background to the journal, but she also increases the capacity of the team overall so
that we can be more responsive to the scientific community and offer a speedier editorial and review process.
d Third and perhaps most important of all, we are renewing and expanding Dev Cell’s Editorial Board. I urge you to take a look
at the Editorial Board and Contacts on our website (under ‘‘Journal Information’’ or go to http://www.cell.com/
developmental-cell/contact) to see the changes for yourself. I’d like to take this opportunity to thank all the members of our
Editorial Board, past and present, for the many ways they have helped and advised the journal over the years. Meanwhile,
I am very happy to welcome 34 new members to Dev Cell’s board. I look forward to their fresh insight into how the community
is growing, from methodological advances in time-lapse imaging or quantitative and computational approaches, to new
progress in studies of chromatin dynamics, cytoskeletal regulation, and progenitor cells and their lineages. Whether the topic
is mitosis or morphogenesis, it is wonderful to have such enthusiastic and thoughtful feedback.
I hope that you will all consider giving the journal your feedback, as author or reviewer, board member or reader. The publication
process is a conversation, most commonly between authors and readers, or among authors, editors, and reviewers. As dedicated
intermediaries, the professional editors at Dev Cell are constantly working to make those conversations as constructive and pro-
ductive as possible so that we can make the right decisions and give your work the best chance to succeed—in peer review and
in its reception by the community at large. Your input on how we can better serve that community is therefore always welcome.
In the meantime, I have a few additional ideas for ways that Dev Cell can make this communication run more smoothly and will
use this space to bring you updates in the coming year.
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